
Wilfa Crispier Air fryer, 1500W
/ 5L
251949

The WILFA CRISPIER airfryer cooks your favourite food
with hot air, even without any added oil, so you can fry
with significantly less fat. It allows you to prepare tasty
and crispy dishes easily and with less effort. The pre-set
programmes make the appliance very quick and easy to
use, and wit ha 3.5L capacity you'll have a large meal
cooked in no time.

Crispier - A healthy way to deep fry
Crispier is a deep fryer that allows you to cook your favourite dishes in a healthier way with either little or no oil at all.
The fast-circulating hot air ensures perfect results with a crispy outside and a juicy inside.

Grill, fry, roast and bake
Easily cook your favourite dishes like chicken, fish, vegetables, pizza or maybe a blueberry pie. With Crispier you can
cook dinner, snacks and dessert.

8 preset programmes
The digital display on the deep fryer shows the heat and remaining cooking time. You can also choose from eight
preset programmes, or just select the time and temperature yourself. The pre-installed programmes make it easy to
choose the perfect settings for your cooking. When the food is halfway done, the machine beeps three times as a
reminder to turn or shake the food. It also comes with a handy removable basket for easy shaking.

Capacity
With its 1500 W and 3.5 litre capacity, you can cook a large amount of food while keeping its design compact and
taking up less space in your kitchen.

Faster cooking
The air fryer heats up very quickly, saving you valuable time and reducing your cooking time by 25-50%. Plus, it's
perfect for reheating leftovers, giving your food a crispier, healthier and quicker reheat. You can even put aluminium
moulds in the deep fryer, unlike a microwave.

Easy cleaning
With few parts in contact with the food, cleaning the air fryer is quick, easy and smooth.

PRODUCT DETAILS
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Highlights

    •  1500 W
    •  3.5 litre capacity
    •  Healthy and crispy food without oil
    •  8 pre-installed programmes
    •  Max temperature 200 °C
    •  Easy to use and clean
    •  Model name: AF1B-350

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 7044876023124

Manufacturer number: 602312

Product weight: 4.2 kilograms
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